Azure Security Compass Workshop

The value

The challenge
A digital transformation initiative should always start with a
business problem or an opportunity to become successful.
Organizations need to disrupt the market or else risk being
disrupted by new competitors.
The common denominator of most of these disruptors is that
they embrace the public cloud, taking advantage of full elasticity
built-on the hyper-scale capacity, using it as a foundation for
their innovations. Many of these initiatives are carried out as failfast initiatives, without little concern about the cloud
environment that the solution ends-up in.

The following areas will be covered
during the workshop which will
include context on how the discipline
of security has evolved with cloud as
well as reference information how
Microsoft secures Azure.
Basics:
•

This can lead to rampant cost and solutions that are hard to
secure and maintain.

Transforming tools, skills &
practices

•

Strategies & threats evolve

The solution

•

Azure regions & services

Learn how to securely operate and maintain your workloads
on Azure. This workshop is designed to provide clear
actionable guidance for security related Azure decisions.

•

Microsoft security practices

Security Guidance:
Executive summary +
Your goals and strategy

•

Components & models

•

Azure Security Center (ASC)

Azure Security Basics

•

Governance, Risk & Compliance

Best Practices &
Design Decisions

•

Security Operations

•

Identity

Azure Security Center
Demo (optional)

•

Network Containment

•

Administration

•

Info Protection & Storage

Planning Next Steps

Contact us
Email: cybersecurity@enfogroup.com
Web : www.enfogroup.com
Phone:+46 774 404 400

Azure Security Compass Workshop
The how

WHITEBOARD YOUR PROGRESS AND DECISION MAKING DURING THE WORKSHOP

Current Cloud &
Azure Usage
Identify workloads &
business purpose

Security Focus
Areas
What do you want to focus
on?

Windows 10

Geographic
Presence

Compliance

Goals & Plans

Where do you operate?

Compliance and regulatory
requirements

Goals and plans for Azure
usage

Office 365

Enterprise Mobility + Security

Azure

Who should attend
•

Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)

•

Server Architects / Engineers

•

Chief Information Officer (CIO)

•

Network Security Engineer

•

Cloud Architects / Engineers

•

Endpoint Security Engineer

•

Security Architects

•

Governance Teams

•

Risk & Compliance Teams

•

Operations Teams

•

Business Stakeholders

Why Enfo
Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise. We walk
beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their transformation as if it
were our own.

Mastering
complexity

Contact us
Email: cybersecurity@enfogroup.com
Web : www.enfogroup.com
Phone:+46 774 404 400

Confidence in
cloud

Genuine
care

